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Forgotten Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from Around the World, With Uncle
Sam: Or Six Years in the United States Army In writing of the Army or Army maneuvers, and
especially in campaigning, battles or engagements, one is apt oftentimes, to exaggerate or picture
these too highly. In modern warfare, bayonet charges, sabre encounters and hand to hand fighting
does not often occur except in cases of ambushes or where the foes meet unexpectedly. It is
peculiar how many writers picture large bodies of soldiers walking boldly into battle, officers far in
the lead of their troops, swinging their swords, rushing into the enemy attacking them with pistol
and sword. One who has seen much of hard campaigning and field service, very seldom sees
pictures of these descriptions. With modern rifles and machine guns of many descriptions, this
would be impossible as men would be shot to pieces before going in the open 10 or 20 paces.
Soldiers are trained to take advantage of every bit of cover and keep from view as much as possible
in times of battle, as with...
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These kinds of ebook is the perfect publication o ered. It is among the most incredible publication i have go through. You will not feel monotony at
whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you check with me).
-- Delia  Schoen-- Delia  Schoen

An exceptional ebook along with the typeface utilized was fascinating to read through. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You
are going to like the way the blogger write this publication.
-- Judd Schulist-- Judd Schulist
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